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This is a very short lesson, because there really 

isn’t much to say about ‘looming in the round.’  

Looming in the round will create items like hats, 

some mittens, and socks.  Here is what is 

important to know and remember. 

 

Looming in the round refers to items where the 

last peg knitted, continues on to the first peg 

knitted.  It will only work on round looms, or 

looms that are meant to perform in round loom 

knitting.  A knitting board or knitting rake won’t 

be able to create a tubular piece, and therefore 

you won’t be able to loom in the round on 

them. 

To loom in the round, just don’t stop and turn 

for a new row like you would in flat panel 

looming.  Instead, keep on looming in the same 

direction.  Going around and around and 

around the loom. 

 

Special tip when casting on in the round:  I 

learned this from watching a needle knitter.  

When you have casted onto the last peg of the 

round and are ready to go on to the first peg, 

lift the loop off the first peg, place one more 

cast on loop onto that first peg, replace the first 

loop back onto the peg, now purl the last loop 

through the first loop, lift both stitches off the 

peg and replace the last loop on the peg.  You 

should only have one loop on the peg now and 

you are ready to go on looming.  This is not a 

necessary method for you to learn.  If you 

wanted to, you could just knit off the first loop 

over the last loop without removing any 

stitches.  Doing the purling step will just help 

the cast on edge to look seamless. 

 

Clockwise or counter-clockwise? 

You will hear this question often. Or in the least, 

you will hear someone mention to cast on in a 

specific direction in a pattern.   

For the most part, the majority of loomers will 

cast on from right to left, in a clockwise 

direction.  But there are a handful of loomers 

who cast on in a counter-clockwise direction.  

There is no wrong or right, but there are some 

needle knitting stitch patterns, like cables, that 

are written to work on a row that is knitted 

clockwise (from right to left).  If you were to 

perform the same cables, using the same 

instructions, what would be a ‘Right Cross Purl’ 

cable stitch when looming from right to left, 

would become a ‘Left Cross Purl’ cable stitch 

when looming from left to right.  It is also 

important to cast on in the specified direction if 

there is a pattern (or especially alphabetic 

letters) in the knitting because if you don’t, 

you’ll end up with a reverse image. 

When making a hat that is full of E-wrap 

stitches and there really isn’t a need to go in a 

certain direction, then don’t bother worrying 

about it.  I say that if the pattern doesn’t 

specifically tell you in what direction to cast on, 

then do what you want.  My preference?  My 

brain tells me to cast on from left to right, 

counter-clockwise.  I always have an 

uncontrollable urge to do this because you read 

and write from left to right and it feels most 

comfortable to me.  What way do I cast on most 

of the time?  Clockwise, because I wrap my 

working yarn around my left hand like 

crocheters and needle knitters do when I am 

doing knit stitches, purl stitches, and flat 

stitches.  It holds the yarn perfectly out of the 

way to perform these stitches and with the way 

I wrap the yarn, I’m not constantly dropping 

and picking up the yarn. 

Since the majority of the loomers out there, 

loom in a clockwise direction, it wouldn’t hurt 

to become familiar with it, in case you are a 

counter-clockwise loomer.   The more you do it, 

the easier it will become. 
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Homework: 
Now it is time for the exercise to go with this 

lesson.  The exercise is a pattern I created, small 

and quick, so that you can see how looming in 

the round affects an item versus flat panel 

looming.  It’s meant for fun and will hopefully 

teach you a few new things along the way.   

 

 

 

 


